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4 SAMUEL HEATH

HERITAGE
DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
VISION
RANGE

With tireless passion and unstinting
commitment to creating the ﬁnest
bathroom and architectural hardware
ﬁttings, Samuel Heath continues to
employ time-honoured skills, combined
with 21st Century technology.
With a history dating back to the early 1800’s,
Samuel Heath have centuries of manufacturing
knowledge and expertise. Samuel Heath have
embraced and invested heavily in both new
and emerging technologies and is where
tradition and innovation meet.
We form our products from the ﬁnest European
pure solid brass using specialist skills which
have been handed down over the years and
we ensure that the best practice is used at
every stage for performance and durability
so you cherish your Samuel Heath ﬁttings
for years to come.

1 Drawings showing the design process.
2 Brass stocks in Samuel Heath factory in
Birmingham.
3 Computer numerical control (CNC)
machining.
4 Each Samuel Heath product is hand
polished to perfection.
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GOOD DESIGN
ALWAYS SURVIVES
People are becoming more aware of the
relationships between the built environment
and their physical and psychological well being.
The Xiara collection is sympathetic to the forms
of nature and to the body, mind and spirit.
Retaining a contemporary simplicity, the design
features subtle curvilinear forms that are
feminine and precise.

6 XIARA

“ XIARA IS PURPOSEFUL
AND FULL OF INTENT;
YET FEMININE AND
ELEGANT”

XIARA 7

Xiara is a contemporary interpretation of
minimalist brassware design, each element
has been pared down to give a pure, reﬁned
approach. It is both modern and stylish
without compromise. Technological
advancements have resulted in a collection
with superior performance. Sustainable design
is core to the Samuel Heath ethos and Xiara
represents that commitment through its design
and make up.

8 XIARA

“ A NEW ERA THAT
DEMANDS A HIGHER
DEGREE OF USABILITY,
HONESTY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERN”

The aim with Xiara was to create
a brassware range with the design
ﬂexibility of Xenon whilst bringing
a deﬁned, gentle shape to the control
which is most evident in the lever
design.
The Xiara collection reﬂects the
current movement towards smaller,
softer ﬁttings.

10 XIARA

“ EXQUISITE DETAIL WITH
A SMOOTH LUSTROUS
FINISH”
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Shower

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve
(separate ﬂow controls
required)
Code: V300

3/4” Concealed
ﬂow control
Code: V307

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
1 ﬂow control
Code: V304

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
2 ﬂow controls
Code: V305

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
3 ﬂow controls
Code: V306

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic shower
Code: V305/KIT

Bodyjet
Code: V176

Basin

Single lever mixer
for small basin
Code: V308/ V328
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Bodyjet (high ﬂow)
Code: V276

Bidet

Single lever basin mixer
Code: V309/ V329

Tall single lever mixer
for raised basin
Code: V331

3 hole basin ﬁller,
deck mounted
Code: V316

3 hole basin ﬁller,
wall mounted
Code: V317

Basin click-clack waste
Code: V192

Basin bottle trap
Code: V193

Single lever bidet mixer
Code: V319

Bath

Bath shower mixer
Code: V336

Standpipes
Code: V238

3 hole bath ﬁller
deck mounted
Code: V346

4 hole bath ﬁller
deck mounted
Code: V348

3 hole bath ﬁller
wall mounted
Code: V347

Deck mounted side
valves
for overﬂow ﬁller
Code: V342

Overﬂow bath ﬁller
with pop-up waste
Code: V144

Overﬂow ﬁller (high
pressure)with click waste
Code: V145

Spare paper holder
Code: N5031

Single arm paper holder
Code: N5091

Double paper holder
Code: N5092

Soap holder
Code: N5034

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N5304

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N5305

Tumbler
Code: N5035

Accessories

Paper holder
Code: N5037

Water saving and low pressure options are available
Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Toothbrush holder
Code: N5045

Robe hook
Code: N5032

Towel ring
Code: N5098

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: L5042

Freestanding
toilet brush
Code:L5044

Glass shelf
Code: N5113

Glass shower shelf
Code: N5111

Glass corner shelf
Code: N5036

Cord pull
(cord not included)
Code: N5022

Grab rail
Code: N5139

Towel rail
Code: N5137

Double towel rail
Code: N5301

Swivel towel rail
Code: N5094

Towel shelf
Code: N5173

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L5118

Square Mirror
Code: L5140

14 XIARA

Tilting mirror
Code: L5145

Bathroom organiser
Code: L5150

LED illuminated mirror,
magnifying (x5) IP44
Code: N520/1
US: not available

Freestanding LED
illuminated mirror,
magnifying (x5) CE
Code: N528 UK, N529 EU
US: not available

Storage 360 – 3 shelves
Code: L5148

Storage 360 – 1 shelf
Code: L5147

Bathroom stand
Code: L5326

Trolley
Code: L5328
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Xenon symbolizes only pure, simple
form, without the distractions of what is
obscure and ornate. Xenon epitomizes
an ideal of longevity which transcends
time; it is not a style but an approach
of purpose and simplicity, only
function and form at its most pure.
The functionalist application of simple
geometric forms is applied with materials such
as chrome, glass, wood and stone. Minimalism
is a celebration of the power of human beings
to create, improve and reshape their environment
and through the design process using rational
thought to achieve spiritual goals.

16 XENON

“ MEANS MUST BE
SUBSIDIARY TO ENDS
AND TO OUR DESIRE FOR
DIGNITY AND VALUE”
LUDWIG MIES VAN DER ROHE, 1886-1969

18 XENON

Accommodating life simply but
beautifully.
Uncompromising form and function underpins
the Samuel Heath Xenon collection. With
enhanced ﬂexibility it meets the most demanding
requirements whilst maintaining the obdurate
Xenon design.

XENON 19

Bold and sculptural Xenon typiﬁes the essence
of minimalism without extraneous elements.
Using only a small number of like shapes for
design unity a single object can become the
focal point.

Minimalism as a way of life is that of
simplicity. It offers simple structures,
clarity, poise, and an uncomplicated
philosophy, which leads to contentment.

With unerring performance and ﬂexibility Xenon taps offer many different design executions
and fulﬁll all interior design requirements.
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Shower

3/4” Concealed thermostatic 3/4” Concealed
valve (separate ﬂow
ﬂow control
controls required)
Code: V107
Code: V100

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
1 ﬂow control
Code: V104

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
2 ﬂow controls
Code: V105

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
3 ﬂow controls
Code: V106

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic shower
Code: V105/KIT

Dual control
thermostatic shower
Code: V127

Bodyjet
Code: V176

Single lever basin mixer
Code: V109/V129

Tall single lever mixer
for raised basin
Code: V131

3 hole basin ﬁller,
deck mounted
Code: V114/V115

3 hole basin ﬁller, deck
mounted high spout
Code: V116

3 hole basin ﬁller
wall mounted
Code: V117/ V120

Basin click-clack waste
Code: V192

Basin

Bodyjet (high ﬂow)
Code: V276
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Single lever mixer
for small basin
Code: V108/V128

Basin bottle trap
Code: V192

Deck mounted side
valves
for overﬂow ﬁller
Code: V142

Bidet

Bath

Single lever bidet mixer
Code: V119

Single lever bath mixer
Code:V140

Overﬂow bath ﬁller
with pop-up waste
Code: V144

Overﬂow ﬁller (high
pressure) with click waste
Code: V145

Bath shower mixer
Code: V136

Standpipes
Code: V238

Kitchen

Accessories

Monobloc sink
mixer dual ﬂow
Code: V112

Paper holder
Code: N5037

3 hole bath ﬁller,
deck mounted
Code: V146

4 hole bath ﬁller,
deck mounted
Code: V148/V149

3 hole bath ﬁller
wall mounted
Code: V147

Spare paper holder
Code: N5031

Single arm paper holder
Code: N5091

Double paper holder
Code: N5092

Water saving and low pressure options are available
Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Soap holder
Code: N5034

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N5304

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N5305

Tumbler
Code: N5035

Toothbrush holder
Code: N5045

Robe hook
Code: N5032

Towel ring
Code: N5098

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: L5042

Freestanding
toilet brush
Code:L5044

Glass shelf
Code: N5113

Glass shower shelf
Code: N5111

Glass corner shelf
Code: N5036

Cord pull (cord not
included)
Code: N5022

Grab rail
Code: N5139

Towel rail
Code: N5137

Double towel rail
Code: N5301
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Swivel towel rail
Code: N5094

Towel shelf
Code: N5173

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L5118

Square mirror
Code: L5140

Storage 360 - 3 shelves
Code: L5148

Storage 360 – 1 shelf
Code: L5147

Bathroom stand
Code: L5326

Trolley
Code: L5328

Tilting mirror
Code: L5145

LED illuminated mirror,
magnifying (x5) IP44
Code: N520/1
US: not available

Freestanding LED
illuminated mirror,
magnifying (x5) CE
Code: N528 UK, N529 EU
US: not available

Bathroom organiser
Code: L5150

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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GOOD DESIGN ALWAYS SURVIVES
Celebrating the rich character and
craftsmanship that symbolises the late 19th
century, the Fairﬁeld collection embodies the
diversity and eclecticism that typify this most
dynamic of periods.
Fairﬁeld draws inﬂuences from domestic
architecture of the period, plaster work,
balustrades, newel posts, cornices, pediments,
architraves and quoins featuring classical
motifs.
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Fairﬁeld is a carefully balanced combination of
these formal inﬂuences from the Arts and
Crafts Movement with elements of organic
ﬂowing lines that were to become a hallmark
of the Art Nouveau period. Attention to detail,
careful proportioning and quality of materials
and manufacture make these hand ﬁnished
pieces a true reﬂection of the qualities inspired
by the era.

Art nouveau (c.1880 to 1910)
Art nouveau could be said to be the
ﬁrst 20th century modern style. It
was the ﬁrst style to stop looking
backwards in history for ideas, taking
inspiration instead from what it saw
around it, in particular the natural
world.

Fairﬁeld range
launched - 2006

1700

1750
Georgian (1714 to 1837)
Georgian style embraces a century
under the reign of three Georges and
is often divided into the Palladian,
early and late Georgian periods. The
style was partly a reaction to baroque
which George I loathed.

1800

1850

The Great Exhibition
1851

Samuel Heath & Sons
est. 1820

Victorian (1837 to 1901)
Queen Victoria's reign was a time of
great change in the home. Mass
production meant more goods were
available to buy. The newly emerging
middle classes took immense pride in
their homes which they saw as a
reﬂection of status.

Art deco (c.1908 to 1935)
Art deco began in Europe,
particularly Paris, in the early years of
the 20th century, but didn't really
take hold until after World War I. It
reigned until the outbreak of World
War II.

1900

Arts and crafts (c.1860 to 1910)
The arts and crafts movement was
made up of English designers and
writers who wanted a return to
well-made, handcrafted goods
instead of mass-produced, poor
quality machine-made items.

1950

Modernism (c.1918 to 1950)
Modernism is more a way of thinking
than a style. Modernists believed that
the design of an object should be
based purely on its purpose - that
'form follows function'.

Edwardian (1901 to 1910)
Queen Victoria had reigned for the
best part of a century, and it was the
beginning of a new century with a new
king, King Edward VII, on the throne.
But his reign was to be brief, lasting a
mere nine years.

2000

Fairﬁeld is not a retrospective design;
it is an evocation of the spirit of the
era being very much at the forefront
of today’s design trends of soft curves
and opulence.
Eclectic, unique and timeless have become
watchwords of interior design, stylish interiors
are now a combination of the old and the
new. Fusing traditional aesthetics, high tech
ﬁnishing and contemporary materials is a
reaction against mass production and
globalization offering individual expression.
Fairﬁeld shower valve and 3 hole basin taps
have been teamed with minimalist bathroom
furniture and a pearlescent traditional tile
design to create a classic setting which is still
modern and contemporary.

Photo: Jesse Alexander
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The Fairﬁeld collection offers the opportunity
to create a bespoke personalised bathroom.
With a host of tap and shower controls Fairﬁeld
offers a classic design with the ﬂexibility of a
modern collection. Fairﬁeld uses a combination
of lever and cross top controls. Combine Iroko
wood, the ﬁnest porcelain or handcrafted
matching metal levers or cross tops in the
corresponding ﬁnish.

Add a luxurious twist to the classic Fairﬁeld
collection with a stunning, cut-crystal lever
design. The crystal levers are handmade and
individually created by a team of craftsmen
and feature intricate hand cut detail.
Embodying the current trend for opulent
ﬁttings and design Fairﬁeld crystal levers are
available in clear crystal and dramatic black for
Fairﬁeld taps and showers and promise to bring
an element of glamour to any scheme.
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Shower

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve
(separate ﬂow controls
required)
Code: V200

Concealed ﬂow control
Code: V207

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve
1 ﬂow control
Code: V204

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
2 ﬂow controls
Code: V205

3/4” Concealed
thermostatic valve,
3 ﬂow controls
Code: V206

Bodyjet (high ﬂow)
Code: V276

Exposed 3/4”
thermostatic shower set
Code: V2K1

Exposed 3/4”
thermostatic shower set
Code: V2K2

Exposed 1/2”
thermostatic shower set
Code: V2K6

Exposed 1/2”
thermostatic shower set
Code: V2K7

Basin

Concealed 1/2”
thermostatic shower set
Code: V2B1

Wall mounted basin ﬁller
Code: V2K17
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Single lever mixer for
small basin
Code: V2K08

Single lever basin mixer
Code: V2K09

Deck mounted 3 hole basin ﬁller
Code: V2K14/V2K15

Bidet

Bath

Single lever bidet mixer
Code: V2K19

Standpipes
Code: V238

Deck mounted bath/shower
Code: V2K30

Deck mounted 3 hole basin ﬁller, high spout
Code: V2K16

Wall mounted bath/shower mixer
Code: V2K32

Wall mounted bath ﬁller
Code: V2K47

Kitchen

Accessories

Deck mounted 4-hole bath ﬁller
Code: V2K48

2-Hole sink
mixer dual ﬂow
Code: V2K13

Paper holder
Code: N9537

Spare paper holder
Code: N9541

Soap dish
Code: N9534

Tumbler holder
Code: N9535

Robe hook
Code: N9531

Double robe hook
Code: N9532

Towel ring
Code: N9538

Glass shelf with lifting rail
Code: N9543

Three tier glass shelf
Code: N9545

Single towel rail
with brass rail
Code: N9551

Single towel rail
with ceramic rail
Code: N9561

Double towel rail
with brass rails
Code: N9552

Double towel rail
with ceramic rails
Code: N9562

Framed bevelled
tilting mirror
Code: N9560

Storage 360 – 3 shelves
Code: N9548

Toilet brush set
Code: N9549

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N9566

Soap holder
Code: N9564

Tumbler
Code: N9565

Water saving and low pressure options are available
Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Antique
Our traditional and authentic period brassware uses the latest technology to
ensure these original period designs are compatible with today’s bathroom
installations.
Design elements, new technology and
materials are not necessarily the enemies of
sensitive traditional design. People expect
contemporary ﬁxtures in a bathroom as they
would up-to-date appliances in a kitchen and
the Samuel Heath Antique collection captures
the essence of the period.
Featuring ornate detailing with certain
grandeur these taps and showers can be
styled with rich dark colours, patterning and
embroidery for a faithful re-creation.
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Shower

Exposed dual control
thermostatic valve
Code: V427
EU: V428/X

Basin/bidet

Exposed single lever
thermostatic valve
Code: V417
EU: V418/X

Concealed single lever
thermostatic valve
Code: V441

Concealed dual control
thermostatic valve
Code: V442

Basin taps
Code: VAC01

Basin taps
– extended spout
VAC01/X

Single lever basin mixer
Code: VAC09

Monobloc basin mixer
Code: VAC10

Bath/shower mixer
deck mounted
Code: VAC30

Bath/shower mixer
wall mounted
Code: VAC34/X

Bath/shower mixer
deck mounted
Code: VAC36/D

Bath

8” Vanity basin mixer
Code: VAC13
8” Vanity basin mixer,
extended spout
Code: VAC13/X
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3 Hole basin set
Code: VAC14

3 Hole basin set,
extended spout
Code: VAC15

Monobloc bidet mixer
Code: VAC20

Bath taps
Code: VAC03

Bath/shower mixer
deck mounted,
extended spout
Code: VAC36/DX

Standpipes
Code: V238

Bath ﬁller deck mounted
Code: VAC40

3-Hole bath ﬁller
wall mounted
Code: VAC47

4-Hole bath ﬁller deck
mounted with hose
and handset
Code: VAC48

Side valves
Code: VAC45

2-Hole sink mixer
dual ﬂow
Code: VAC27/CR

2-Hole sink
mixer dual ﬂow
Code: VAC27/SN

2-Hole sink mixer dual
ﬂow/ adjustable centres
Code: VAC28/SN

Under plaster valves
Code: VAC17

Overﬂow bath ﬁller
with pop-up waste
Code: V144

Overﬂow ﬁller (high
pressure) with click waste
Code: V145

Kitchen

Monobloc sink
mixer dual ﬂow
Code: VAC26/CR

Monobloc sink
mixer dual ﬂow
Code: VAC26/SN

Water saving and low pressure options are available
Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Novis

40 NOVIS

Bathroom accessories are dear to our heart at Samuel Heath. Attention to detail,
exceptional quality and ﬁnish make Samuel Heath accessories a beautiful
addition to any bathroom.
Function and usability are as important as beauty and it is these details which can be all too
often overlooked. Novis is a traditional collection but with hidden ﬁxings for a modern feel.
Offered in a variety of ﬁnishes for absolute choice and ﬂexibility.
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Paper holder
Code: N1037

Paper holder
Code: N1037/C

Spare paper holder
Code: N1031

Paper holder
Code: N1052

Paper holder
Code: N1020

Magnetic soap holder
Code: N1024

Soap holder
Code: N1034

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: L303

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N1047

Tumbler holder
Code: N1035

Toothbrush holder
Code: N1045

Toothbrush holder
Code: N1051

Robe hook
Code: N1032

Robe hook
Code: N1048

Double robe hook
Code: N1039

Soap basket
Code: N1030

Soap/sponge basket
Code: N1026/ W

Magazine rack
and roll holder
Code: N1236

Towel ring
Code: N1098

Double towel ring
Code: N1099

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: N1049

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: L42

Glass shelf with lifting rail
Code: N1113/LR, N1115/LR

Cord pull
(cord not supplied)
Code: N5012
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Towel rail
Code: N1133

Towel rail
Code: N1055

Towel rail
Code: N1302

Double towel rail
Code: N1301

Towel rail
Code: N9765

Double towel rail
Code: N9762

Towel shelf
Code: N9736

Towel shelf
Code: N9736/B

Towel shelf
Code: N1737

Grab rail
Code: N9759

Grab rail
Code: N9760

Tilting mirror
Code: L1143

Tilting mirror
Code: L1145

Tilting mirror
Code: L1146

Framed bevelled
tilting mirror
Code: L1148

Framed bevelled
tilting mirror
Code: L1149

Double arm illuminating
magnifying (x5) pivotal
mirror (Class1) IP44
Code: N510/1
US: N514/UL

Single arm illuminating
magnifying (x5) pivotal
mirror (Class1) IP44
Code: N509/1
US: not available

Extending mirror plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L1108

Wall light (Class 1)
Code: N500/1
EU: N500/2
US: not available

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x3)
Code: L119

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x3)
Code: L115

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L118

Pivotal mirror, plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L114

NOVIS 43

Curzon

Curzon is a traditional collection
of bathroom accessories for a truly
authentic period style.
Available in a range of different plated ﬁnishes
from antique gold to polished nickel for a
genuinely traditional or opulent bathroom
design or choose the contemporary feel of
chrome. Curzon offers a host of options for
any bathroom.

CURZON 45

Paper holder
Code: N37

Paper holder
Code: N37/C

Spare paper holder
Code: N31

Paper holder
Code: N52

Paper holder
Code: N20

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N301

Soap holder
Code: N34

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N47

Tumbler holder
Code: N35

Double tumbler holder
Code: N35/D

Toothbrush holder
Code: N45

Toothbrush holder
Code: N51

Robe hook
Code: N32

Robe hook
Code: N48

Double robe hook
Code: N39

Towel ring
Code: N98

Soap basket
Code: N30

Soap/sponge basket
Code: N26/ W

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: N1049

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: L42

Glass shelf
Code: N2113, N2114,
N2115

Towel holder
Code: N38

Towel rail
Code: N133

Towel rail
Code: N137
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Towel rail
Code: N2302

Double towel rail
Code: N2301

Towel rail
Code: N138

Double towel rail
Code: N136/A

Swivel towel rail
Code: N94/3

Swivel towel rail
Code: N94/2

Swivel towel rail
Code: N95/2

Cord pull
(cord not supplied)
Code: N22

Grab rail
Code: N15

Grab rail
Code: L17

Grab rail
Code: N19

Single arm illuminating
magnifying (x5) pivotal
mirror (Class1) IP44
Code: N509/1
US: not available

Double arm illuminating
magnifying (x5) pivotal
mirror (Class1) IP44
Code: N510/1
US: N514/UL

Extended mirror plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L108

Extended mirror plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L110

Tilting mirror
Code: L1143

Tilting mirror
Code: L1145

Tilting mirror
Code: L1146

Framed bevelled
tilting mirror
Code: L1148

Framed bevelled
tilting mirror
Code: L1149

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Introducing the new bathroom jewellery
collection designed by Kevin McCloud and
made by Samuel Heath. From the outset Kevin
McCloud wanted to create a feminine design
and wanted the range to feel like jewellery for
bathrooms - he designed the pieces to be soft
and ﬂuid as though teased into shape. With
glamourous details many pieces feature small
circles of mother of pearl.

Paper holder
Code: N6537

Robe hook
Code: N6531

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N6547

Liquid soap dispenser,
freestanding
Code: N6566

Glass shelf
Code: N6543

Cord pull
Code: N6522

Towel rail
Code: N6551/A

Tilting wall mirror
Code: N6560

Tumbler
Code: N6535

Tumbler, freestanding
Code: N6565

Towel holder
Code: N6538

Freestanding toilet
brush set
Code: N6549

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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The Post Modernist Skye collection
has qualities where organic lines sit
perfectly with strongly deﬁned angles
creating a clean yet curvilinear line.

50 SKYE

A break away from the formulaic; Skye takes
inspiration from the forms of nature with
certain ﬂuidity and biomorphic origins.
Skye unites lustrous chrome with a warm
white ﬁne porcelain for a modern yet classic
style. Skye offers a timeless look which can
be used with contemporary or traditional
schemes.

Paper holder
Code: N4237

Spare paper holder
Code: N4241

Soap holder
Code: N4234

Soap dispenser
Code: N4247

Double towel rail
Code: N4252/A

Glass shelf
Code: N4243

Wall mounted
toilet brush
Code: N4249

Tilting mirror
Code: N4260

Tumbler
Code: N4235

Robe hook
Code: N4231

Towel ring
Code: N4238

Towel rail
Code: N4251/A

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Shower accessories
If you’re looking for stylish and practical bathroom storage, Samuel Heath
shower accessories will look stunning in any bathroom. These bathroom
essentials ensure all your potions and lotions are stored neatly.

Every single Samuel Heath shower basket is
constructed by hand. Each basket ‘wire’ is
hand positioned and crimped securely in place
never soldered so your basket will remain
perfect for years to come. Of course there are
automated processes which can also achieve
this however Samuel Heath aim to always use
the best method available and in this case their
expert basket assemblers ensure your basket
will remain as it was the day it was made.
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Visible ﬁx
Code: N36

Visible ﬁx
Code: N36/XL

Visible ﬁx
Code: N36/GXL

Visible ﬁx
Code: N151/XL

Visible ﬁx
Code: N151/GXL

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N156

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N156/XL

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N156/GXL

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N158/XL

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N158/GXL

Visible ﬁx
Code: N153/XL

Hanging shower basket
Code: N28/H

Visible ﬁx
Code: N28

Rectangular shower
basket Code: N171/SG

Rectangular shower
basket Code: N171/W

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N154/XL

Set of visible ﬁx corner
baskets (N36 & N36/XL)
Code: N36/D

Visible ﬁx
Code: N153

Corner shower basket
Code: N172/SG

Corner shower basket
Code: N172/W

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N154

Adjustable
shower caddy
Code: N23

Concealed ﬁx – lift off
Code: N152

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Freestanding
Samuel Heath’s range of freestanding
bathroom accessories offers complete
ﬂexibility; with traditional, classic and
contemporary styles. There are key
pieces designed for Xiara and Xenon
brassware and also for Fairﬁeld and
the Antique collection.
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The freestanding collection incorporates every
desire for the bathroom ensuring you have a
place for everything and everything in its place.
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Round mirror
(no magniﬁcation)
Code: L105

Oval mirror
(no magniﬁcation)
Code: L106

Mirror plain/
magnifying (x2)
Code: L109

Mirror plain/
magnifying (x5)
adjustable height
Code: L107

Pivotal mirror plain/
magnifying (x5)
Code: L120

Freestanding LED
illuminated mirror,
magnifying (x5) CE
Code: N528 UK, N529 EU
US: not available

Bathroom bin
Code: L10

Bathroom bin with lid
Code: L12

Shaving brush set –
bristle mixture
Code: L58

Shaving brush set –
real badger
Code: L59

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: L66

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: L302

Cotton wool holder
Code: L60/L61

Ceramic cotton
wool holder
Code: L62/L63

Soap rack
Code: N29

Soap holder
Code: L64
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Tumbler holder
Code: L65

Toothbrush holder
Code: L67

Adjustable
toothbrush holder
Code: L68

Electric toothbrush
head holder
Code: L69

Vanity unit
Code: L91

Soap dish
Code: L140

Tumbler holder
Code: L141

Toothbrush holder
Code: L142

Toilet brush set
Code: N9549

Liquid soap dispenser
Code: N9566

Soap holder
Code: N9564

Tumbler
Code: N9565

Soap holder
Code: L76

Tumbler holder
Code: L77

Tumbler/
toothbrush holder
Code: L78

Soap holder
Code: L80
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Tumbler holder
Code: L81

Toothbrush holder
Code: L82

Spare paper holder
Code: L231

Spare paper holder
Code: L232

Toilet brush
Code: L40

Toilet brush
Code: L41

Toilet brush
Code: L44

Toilet brush
Code: L49

Combination set
Code: L234

Combination set
Code: L233

Paper holder
Code: L229

Paper holder
Code: L228

Double arm towel stand
Code: L910

Treble arm towel stand
Code: L911

Valet stand
Code: L926

Towel stand
Code: L917
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Towel stand
Code: L908

Hinged towel stand
Code: L921

Towel stand
Code: L907

Towel stand
Code: L909

Trolley
Code: L928

Bathroom stand
Code: L5326

Xenon trolley
Code: L5328

Soap basket
Code: N25

Soap and sponge tray
Code: N328

Soap and sponge tray
Code: N327

Soap and sponge tray
with reversible plain/
magnifying (x5) mirror
Code: N327/M

Soap and sponge tray
with candleholders
Code: N327/C

Soap and sponge tray
Code: N331

Soap and sponge tray
Code: N335

Soap and sponge
tray with bookrest
Code: N332

Soap and sponge
tray extra wide
Code: N334

Product codes may differ according to their country of
installation. Please contact our customer service team
or your local stockist for technical advice.
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Proﬁle
First impressions count. The ﬁrst impression of your home is as important as the
one people have when they walk through your front door. So why compromise
with door and window ﬁttings; these are items which we live with and touch
everyday.

Samuel Heath offers four suites of high quality
solid brass door and window ﬁttings, each
with its own distinctive style, but all sharing
the same renowned heritage that has made
the company one of the world’s foremost
exponents of architectural ironmongery.
The Proﬁle suite offers a smooth classic feel
with timeless elegance which sits well with
a period or contemporary style. Proﬁle is
available in a range of ﬁnishes.
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Door ﬁttings

Door knob
Code: P8052/A, B or C

Door knob
Code: P8056/A, B

Oval door knob
Code: P7487

Raised oval door knob
Code: P8101

Visible ﬁx rose
Code: P8000/A, B. C

Concealed ﬁx rose
Code: P8001/A, B, C

Door lever, visible ﬁx
Code: P6953. P6955

Door lever, concealed ﬁx
Code: P6973, P6975

Oval concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8181

Euro concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8182

Lever lock concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8183

Push plate
Code: P8103

Pull handle on plate
Code: P8163. P8164
Concealed ﬁx in the plate

Surface bolt
Code: P7349/A, B, C, D

Surface bolt
Code: P7360L/A, B, C

Surface bolt
Code: P8149/A, B, C, D

Lever lock concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 38mm
Code: P8184

Bathroom locking snib
catch, visible ﬁx
Code: P8175

Oval cupboard knob
Code: P793

Bathroom locking snib
catch, concealed ﬁx
Code: P8176

Raised cupboard knob
Code: P794

Indicator bolt
Code: P7303

Pull handle
Code: P8264

Cylinder latch pull
Code: P7800

Round covered
escutcheon Code: P2395

Window ﬁttings

Casement fastener
Weatherseal casement
fastener

Casement fastener
(locking)
Code: P4511L

Casement stay
Code: P4512/A, B or C

Locking surface bolt
Code: P8149L/A, B, C, D

Locking surface bolt
Code: P7349L/A, B, C, D

Raised oval covered
escutcheon Code: P8102

Cupboard knob
Code: P796/A, B, C

Cupboard knob
Code: P798/B, C

Euro proﬁle escutcheon
plate only Code: P8102/E

Cupboard knob
Code: P786/A, B

Cupboard knob
Code: P788/B, C

Straight arm sash fastener
Code: P6279
Code: P6279/LN Narrow

(Locking) straight arm
sash faster
Code: P6279/L

Casement stay
locking pin
Code: P4515LP

Weatherseal casement
fastener (locking)
Code: P4511LS/MP
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Contour
Each hardware suite as with the bathroom ﬁttings is produced using carefully
selected raw materials converted to durable, luxury ﬁttings through the
application of cutting-edge production technology and skilled hand ﬁnishing
techniques, a perfect combination of modern efﬁciency and the care and
attention to detail of the craftsman’s eye.

The result is a ﬁne selection of ﬁttings
for internal and external applications,
complemented by a comprehensive range
of general hardware to assure continuity
throughout every project.
The precise concentric patterning of Contour
creates an eye-catching and tactile style.
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Door ﬁttings

Door knob
Code: P8055/A, B or C

Door knob
Code: P8057/A, B

Visible ﬁx rose
Code: P8002/A, B, C

Concealed ﬁx rose
Code: P8003/A, B, C

Door lever, visible ﬁx
Code: P6954, P6956

Door lever, concealed ﬁx
Code: P6974, P6976

Escutcheon
Code: P2398

Oval concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8191

Euro concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8192

Lever lock concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 51mm
Code: P8193

Bathroom locking snib
catch, visible ﬁx
Code: P8177

Bathroom locking snib
catch, concealed ﬁx
Code: P8178

Indicator bolt
Code: P7305

Surface bolt
Code: P7348/B, C

Surface bolt
Code: P7348L/A, B, C, D

Surface bolt
Code: P7362L

Lever lock concealed ﬁx
escutcheon 38mm
Code: P8194

Push plate
Code: P8103

Pull handle on plate
Code: P8163, P8164
Concealed ﬁx in the plate

Window ﬁttings

Cupboard knob
Code: P797/A, B, C

Cupboard knob
Code: P799/B, C

Cupboard knob
Code: P787/A,B, C

Casement stay
locking pin
Code: P4515/L

Casement fastener
Code: P4517
Weatherseal casement
fastener
Code: P4517S/MP

Pull handle
Code: P8264

Casement stay
Code: P4518/B

Cupboard knob
Code: P789/B, C

Straight arm
sash fastener
Code: P6277/A, B

Straight arm sash
fastener (Locking)
Code: P6277L/B

Casement fastener
(locking)
Code: P4517L
Weatherseal casement
fastener (locking)
Code: P4517LS/MP

Narrow straight arm sash
fastener (Locking)
Code: P6277LN/B
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Cobden
Samuel Heath’s Cobden range, offered in polished brass ﬁnish, will enhance any
door. With unashamed traditional style, Cobden’s bold design presents a unique
choice for those looking to create a statement.

The Cobden suite offers a more ornate
appearance, with sculptured corners. The
polished brass ﬁnish is treated with an
electrophoretic lacquer which provides six
times more wear resistance than traditional
wet spray lacquer.
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Door ﬁttings

Door knob
Code: T2168

Door knob on lock plate
Code: T2169

Door knob on latch plate
Code: T2170

Door lever on latch plate
Code: T6943

Door lever on lock plate
Code: T6945

Door lever on latch plate
Code: T6946

Escutcheon
Code: T2396

Bathroom locking
lever furniture
Code: T2175

Bathroom locking
snib catch
Code: T2174

Push plate
Code: T7520

Pull handle
Code: T8096

Centre door knob
Code: T2142

Centre door knob
Code: T2145

Cylinder latch pull
Code: T7801

Cylinder latch pull
with knob
Code: T7802

Bell push
Code: T7600

Bell push
Code: T7601

Door knocker
Code: T7506

Door knocker
Code: T7507

Letter plate
Code: T7501/ T7502

Handle
Code: T843/A, B

Flush pull
Code: T1740

Cupboard knob
Code: T795/A, B or C

Hat and coat hook
Code: T3160
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Jupiter
The Jupiter collection provides a streamlined contemporary style with clean
crisp lines. Available in a choice of ﬁnishes including polished brass, polished
chrome and satin chrome ﬁnish.

Whichever suite of door and window ﬁttings
or ﬁnish is selected, you can be conﬁdent that
the home will be graced with some of the
ﬁnest, longest lasting and most elegant
hardware available.
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Door ﬁttings

Door knob
Code: U2171

Door lever
Code: U6951

Oval proﬁle escutcheon
Code: U2390

Euro proﬁle escutcheon
Code: U2391

Mortice lock escutcheon
Code: U2392

Bathroom locking
door lever
Code: U6952

Window ﬁttings

Bell push
Code: U7602

Bell push
Code: U7603

Flush pull
Code: U1741/A or B

Hat and coat hook
Code: U3161

Letter plate
Code: U7503

Code: U4508/ HPR right
U4508/ HPL left

Centre door knob
Code: U2139

Door knocker
Code: U7510

Additional ﬁttings

Casement fastener Mortice plate
Reversible
Code: U4508/ MP

Casement stay
Code: U4510/ B

Door handle
Code: U8092/ A, B

Cupboard pull
Code: U798
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Finishes

Our plated ﬁnishes go through a series
of polishing processes before they
have a layer of copper applied and
then nickel applied to the surface. This
process can involve up to 28 different
stages to produce the recognised
ﬁnish we require. The polished brass
ﬁnish ﬁrst goes through the same
polishing process as plated products,
and then has an electrophoretic lacquer
applied. The lacquer is subsequently
baked at 170ºC to give a hardwearing
and durable ﬁnish.

Bathroom ﬁnishes

Chrome plate

Polished nickel

Antique gold

Polished brass

Matt black

Chrome plate

Satin chrome plate

Satin nickel

Polished nickel

Bronze metal antique

Barrel burnished

Sanded brass

Antique brass

Architectural hardware core ﬁnishes

Non lacquered brass

Polished brass

Additional hardware ﬁnishes

Bronze ﬁnish
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PVD

How we do it:
A tap for life
Increasing concerns with environmental and social problems are the greatest
cultural shift of the 21st century. Luxury does not need to cost the earth; you
can choose quality and style without compromising the planet.
Sustainability is a way of life; it’s not just
about the carbon footprint of what you buy.
It is a set of values that goes beyond green
statements.

as we do, to save water. By adding a small
component which restricts ﬂow (for high
pressure systems for instance) we can all
contribute to saving the planet’s vital resource.

At Samuel Heath sustainability is at the heart
of everything we do. Beginning with the
design which demands great performance
and durability; balancing this performance
with water wastage and environmental
concerns we work hard to reduce our impact
on the environment with continual
improvement in all that we do.

A Samuel Heath object is created by authentic
British craftsmanship and engineering. Our
products are created to stand the test of time
for a lifetime of appreciation and are almost
completely recyclable themselves – not that
you’d get round to it.

Samuel Heath uses only the ﬁnest quality
materials which are locally sourced and uses
responsible manufacturing processes which
are energy efﬁcient and accountable at every
stage of the process. This includes a
commitment to water and waste reduction;
recycling all our waste brass for reprocessing;
efﬁcient distribution; minimizing packaging
and shipping waste. And not least our
products are made entirely in the UK.

At Samuel Heath we design solutions which
meet the needs of today without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet theirs…
Turn off the tap.

Our taps and showers are designed to allow
good ﬂow even for traditional British low
pressure systems however we encourage you,
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How we do it:
Design & trends
Intuition and knowledge are vital to Samuel Heath’s design process.
We understand that great design is a complex amalgam of function
and form and must meet the needs of all our senses.
Predicting and evaluating these interior trends
is core to successful designs, which deliver
both aesthetics and function, and thus
enhance our lives.
The Samuel Heath design team get to the
heart of these trends; researching, interrogating
and analysing, taking conceptual ideas through
development to produce designs which fulﬁl
desires and are a joy to experience everyday.
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How we do it:
Finest materials
Samuel Heath source the world’s ﬁnest brass which is the essence
of each and every Samuel Heath product.
Samuel Heath brass is sourced locally less than
15 miles from our factory which is made in
part from graded recycled material.
Like any recipe the result is in direct relation to
the quality of the ingredients. With its intrinsic
weight and durability solid brass is married
together with complementary materials such
as wood, crystal and bone china.
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How we do it:
Craftsmanship
& technology
Samuel Heath employs a unique blend of
traditional time honoured craftsman skills.
Whilst beneﬁting from this heritage of craftsmanship
Samuel Heath embraces the latest technology and
uses the most advanced machining technology and
testing facilities available
However with over two centuries of manufacturing
heritage and expertise the company often chooses
to make products the old way as this is still the best.

Hand ﬁnishing
Samuel Heath still uses traditional hand ﬁnishing
techniques in many of our manufacturing processes;
each product is hand polished to create a ﬂawless
surface for the ﬁnal plated ﬁnish, whether this is
chrome or brushed stainless steel ﬁnish.
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How we do it:
Integrity & perfection
Taking the right path; never a short cut is the philosophy of
Samuel Heath. Integrity and provenance have been the core
values of the company since 1820 and this is still true today.
Whether it is a traditional manufacturing
technique or using the latest machinery;
only the best method will do.
Absolute perfection is standard and quality
checks at every stage of the production
process ensure the highest possible quality
and performance.
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How & where to buy
How to get advice
The Samuel Heath showroom is at Design Centre Chelsea Harbour so you can
experience ﬁrst hand what makes our collection so special. Here you will be able
to see a large selection of products and talk through your requirements with our
experienced staff.
Samuel Heath taps, showers and accessories are available to buy through a
worldwide network of bathroom retailers and showrooms who will be happy
to show you our products so you can experience the designs and quality for
yourself.

These showrooms can offer technical advice,
bathroom design and planning to create your
own personal sanctuary.

A copy of our full brochure is available if
required; please speak with customer services
to obtain a copy.

Our architectural hardware is available through
a network of qualiﬁed architectural ironmongers
and from selected retail showrooms.

If you wish to ﬁnd out more about our
manufacturing values and products visit our
website, call or email us at our magniﬁcent
nineteenth century factory in the centre of
Birmingham, England.

For a local stockist please visit the where to
buy section on our website where you can
search for your nearest stockist. Alternatively
please call our customer service team who can
advise you.
Our customer service staff are available to
offer you advice and assistance on choosing
our products and help with technical queries.

Customer service worldwide
+44 (0)121 766 4200
Customer service USA
+212 599 5177
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Samuel Heath Showroom Design Centre Chelsea Harbour, First Floor, North Dome, Lots Road, London SW10 0XE
Tel +44 (0)20 7352 0249 email showroom@samuel-heath.com
Samuel Heath & Sons plc Leopold Street, Birmingham, England B12 0UJ
Tel +44 (0)121 766 4200 Fax +44 (0)121 772 3334 email info@samuel-heath.com
US Customer Services 111 East 39th Street, Suit 2R, New York. NY 10016
Tel (212) 599 5177 Fax (212) 818 9552 email usa@samuel-heath.com

www.samuel-heath.com
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